21 Skills

For The 21st
Century Leader

In a world where
the rate of change
is only on the up,
we need a new set
of skills to thrive
in business.

21 Skills to Thrive
in the 21st Century

Not only are companies having to rapidly
evolve to new ways of engaging with their
customers but adapt to new ways of working
across their entire organizations. To thrive in
the 21st century companies need creative
thinkers who can work smart together to
solve complex problems, adapt to new
and unexpected challenges at speed and
continuously invent new ways that no one
else can. As technical skills get replaced by
automation and artificial intelligence, the
old skills of the 20th century are fast
being replaced.

Release the Creative
Power of your Workforce
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Introduction

In today’s constantly changing world,
organisations need leaders who can lead
innovation, transformation and change at
the pace consumers and markets demand.
Digitization, changing demographics and
macro environmental factors such as
COVID 19 have disrupted and changed
every industry bar none.

Creativity fuels innovation, transformation
and grow. That’s why 21st century companies
need leaders who can apply the full creative
power of their workforce to do this. This
takes skill, in fact it takes 21 skills. Based on
our extensive research and our experience
of coaching over 100,000 leaders across 30+
countries, we have identified and developed
the 21 skills it takes to lead your organisation
to thrive in the 21st century.

Introduction
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Others

The 21 Skills

Problem
Solving

Equip Your Leader with
the 21 Skills it Takes to
Release the Creative Power
of Your Workforce

Research shows creativity is the strongest
predictor of high performance in business
in the 21st century. That’s why we teach 21
skills – identified and honed through years
of research and experience working with
managers and leaders in many of the world’s
leading organisations.
How does it work? We help you identify
the combination of skills that best meets the
needs of your business, and our international
faculty of subject matter experts will design
and deliver your learning experience through
Online Workouts, In-Person Workshops or
a combination of the two. And to make sure
you see the difference on your bottom line,
we measure the before and after impact on
the performance of your workforce. In this way,
we can guarantee you a measurable impact
on your performance.

Cultivating
Inclusivity

Leading
Change

The 21 Skills
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The 7
Skills to
Leading
Self.

1
Self Awareness
Discovering the power of knowing yourself
Self-awareness empowers you to make better choices,
dial down conflict and communicate better with others.
Do you know what makes you tick? Ever thought about why
you get triggered by certain things? Have you taken the time
to discover your deep-down motivations and desires in life?
Discover the hidden motives to why you think, feel and react
to people and situations the way that you do. And implement
techniques and practices that enable you to become the
master of you.
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Self-awareness is
more than introspection.
I believe self-awareness
is key to being able to
change anything at all.
Artgym client

Mental Fitness
Keeping your mental fitness in shape
The modern workplace can be a very stressful environment,
from affecting people’s sleep through to triggering far more
serious conditions such as depression and burn out.
A well-rested brain is far more able to think creatively than
a tired brain. That’s why it’s important to be able to identify
and manage the triggers and early signs of mental distress
well in advance of things escalating out of your control.
Learn how to adopt daily practices that help identify and
prevent symptoms early, nurture your mental well-being
and build resilience.
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3
Purpose
Connecting with your deeper motivation
What are the things that matter the most to you in life?
Everyone has their personal values – their deep-down beliefs.
When you discover your values and align them with your work,
you’ll feel a deeper sense of connection with your work and
feel inspired to give it your best. You will learn how to identify
what really matters to you and start living your work-life
with purpose.

By having found
purpose in what I do,
I feel much more
connected to the impact
that I work towards on
a day-to-day basis.
Artgym client

4
Growth Mindset
Learning from everything around you
Hard work, competence and persistence are important
to thrive at work. But they won’t last the test of time if you
can’t learn from your experiences. This requires a mindset
that is open to new experiences, challenges and continuous
learning. This is called a Growth Mindset. On the opposite end
of the spectrum is a Fixed Mindset, that’s often switched on
during times of overload and stress. Learn how to develop your
growth mindset and stay relevant in an ever-changing world.
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Logic will get
you from A to B.
Imagination
will take you
everywhere.

Albert Einstein
The 7 Self Skills
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5

7

Reflection

Creative Confidence

Slowing down to speed up

Boosting your confidence to create

In fast-paced environments it’s easy to get in the habit of
coming up with the same solutions over and over again, in an
attempt to get to the result as quickly as possible. Although
it can feel counter-intuitive, slowing down to be present
and think deeply about the challenge can save you time in
the end. There is always a better outcome to be discovered.
And neuroscientific research proves that slowing down to
speed up yields better results. Learn the reflective practices
that enable you and your team to slow down to speed up.

The biggest blocker to being creative is listening to those
self-limiting beliefs we tell ourselves everyday – ‘I can’t try that’,
‘I’m too old’, ‘I’m too young’, ‘I’ll look silly’. Everyone is creative,
it is just that most of us tell ourselves that we are not. Creative
confidence isn’t about thinking you’re the best, the most creative
or that you’re perfect. It’s about feeling good enough to just give
it a go. Learn how to limit that inner critical voice and turn it
into the voice of a motivational coach.

6
Imagination
Expanding your ability to think the impossible
Imagination is so much more than daydreaming.
It’s the mental ability to picture new and fresh possibilities.
Just think, imagination took humans from being cave dwellers
to becoming space travellers. In our everyday roles it’s
easy to get into the habit of putting constraints on what we
believe to be possible. That’s why it is so important to practice
expansive thinking, rather than limiting our thoughts.
Learn how to take the handbrake off your ideas and master
the art of the impossible.
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The 7
Skills to
Leading
Others.

8
Empathy
Listening with your head and your heart
Empathy is not only the basis for a deeper understanding
and appreciation of other people’s perspectives but essential
to developing new insights that drive fresh thinking and ideas.
Without seeking to understand the worlds of others, especially
those who’s experiences are different to our own, our world
view stays narrow and uninspired. A non-judgemental curiosity,
active listening and the ability to us powerful questions are just
some of the skills that you’ll learn in order to be able to put
yourself in other people’s shoes and broaden your perception
of the world around you.
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Empathy is the
bedrock for listening;
being able to listen to
different ideas is critical
to great teamwork.
Artgym client

Improvisation
Embracing the unexpected as opportunities to create
Improvisation was first used in theatre to train actors how
to respond and react to rapidly changing stimuli and use this
to create an on-the-spot performance with their fellow actors.
In today’s workplace, we are continuously required to embrace
the unexpected and improvise together in teams. Learn how
to apply the mindset and techniques from improv to seriously
up the performance of your team.
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In business, you need to
improvise. There will be
times in your team where
you are a leader, and other
times when you are the
follower. We need people
who are comfortable to
pivot between both.

Artgym client
The 7 Others Skills
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10
Problem solving
Crafting the best solutions together
When it comes to problem solving, neuroscientific
research clearly shows that two brains are better than one.
Research also demonstrates that brainstorming in the
boardroom doesn’t work, or at best will only produce mediocre
ideas. The challenge is that one technique does not suit all.
Some people need time to think, others positively respond
to the pressure of a time deadline. Different thinking styles
need different techniques. Learn the mindsets and the
methods that harness a team’s collective brainpower.
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Challenging Conventions

Prototyping

Creating radically new innovations

Turning your ideas into reality at speed

There is a big difference between incremental improvements
and true innovation. Innovation challenges conventional beliefs
and assumptions. It proposes a radically different option that
opens up new opportunities for creating value. Most successful
innovations don’t require a leap in the dark, they are based
on calculated risk. And most successful innovations took
collaboration. Learn how to identify and challenge conventions
and generate genuine innovations with your team.

Prototyping allows teams to test, trial and improve their
ideas at speed while limiting the cost of full-blown production.
Once used just for product development, prototyping is now used
to help teams model new processes, experiences and
behaviours. From a simple 2-D prototype like a storyboard
to a more complex 3-D prototype like a user interface, learn
how to use prototyping to make your ideas work.
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13
Feedback
Taking team performance from good into great
Feedback offers everyone the opportunity to learn and adapt.
Without feedback from colleagues and customers your
performance will at best stay static. Yet it can be challenging
for teams to incorporate giving and receiving feedback into their
everyday working practices. Learn the simple yet effective
feedback techniques and practices that will turn your team’s
performance from good into great.

Average players want
to be left alone. Good
players want to be
coached. Great players
want to be told the truth.
Doc Rivers
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Virtual Collaboration
Facilitating virtual teamwork
Four out of five of us work in virtual teams. Different locations,
time zones, different cultures. This diversity brings big
benefits. But sometimes the computer screen can be a sterile
and flat interface that stands in the way of genuine human
connection. Learn how to leverage the benefits of virtual
working and transform flat screen interactions into in-depth,
creative and constructive experiences.

The 7 Others Skills
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The 7
Skills to
Leading
Culture.

15
Inspiring Vision
Creating a compelling vision of a better future
A vision is a clear, compelling picture of the future that
inspires and guides everyone involved. Neurologically, a mental
image of the future state is by far more motivating and likely
to inspire action than simple facts and figures. Vision is what
leaders use to lead people towards – without vision teams can
feel lost. Learn to create a shared vision of what success
looks like for you and your team.

Leadership and
learning are
indispensable
to each other.
John F. Kennedy
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Storytelling
Engaging others through authentic communication
Powerful human stories inspire action because they
connect not just with the head but also with the heart and
the gut. It’s not enough for people to rationally get what you’re
saying, they need to be able to personally relate to it too. And
as a Leader people want to be able to relate to you personally.
Learn how to find your authentic voice and use it to craft the
stories that inspire others to be led by you.
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17
Psychological Safety
Creating a safe space for every voice
Why would a person speak up if they feel their ideas
will get ignored, negatively judged or shut down? A sense
of psychological safety is crucial for all individuals to feel
comfortable to participate, experiment and take risks. Without
it, the same voices keep being heard while others feel alienated
and disengage. The result is the same thoughts and ideas
get repeated and no true innovation or transformation happens.
More often than not it’s subtle, often unconscious, micro
behaviours that create barriers to psychological safety.
Learn how to identify these barriers and create environments
physical and virtual) that encourage everyone to feel comfortable
to speak out, share different ideas and find new ways to up
your game together.
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Empowerment
Enabling others to be their best
Telling people what to do all the time might get stuff done
but in the long run it will disengage people and seriously inhibit
creative potential. Under stress and time pressure, it’s all too
easy to fall into this trap. If you want the best from people, being
directive and micro-managing people’s actions won’t work. But
it’s also important not to be hands-off and just leave your team
on their own either. Learn how to balance giving colleagues the
information, guidance and practical support that they need at
the same time as giving them the space and encouragement to
make their own decisions and use their own creative resources.
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I’ve learned that
empowerment is the
most important skill for
my business. I believe
that everyone has the
potential to be a leader
regardless of their
position.
Artgym client
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Compassionate Conflict

Leading Change

Working with conflict as a source of innovation

Leading others through transformation and change

The word conflict can bring to mind very negative images
of shouting and aggressive behaviour. Yet, it can be a very
positive and constructive way to challenge the status quo,
generate fresh ideas and create outstanding results. Ignore it
at your peril. Learn how to choose the right approach, work
through difficult conversations and transform conflict into
win/win outcomes.

Change is constant but it’s the rate of change that continues
to rapidly increase in business today. This type of constant
change requires a lot more than a five-step process and a
spreadsheet to effectively manage. Change can be a highly
charged subject for people. We’re human after all. So how do
you harness this energy in a positive way and ensure everyone
is on-board. Learn the human side of how to lead change in
fast-paced environments.
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Cultivating Inclusivity
Releasing the collective power of the group
Although over the past decade organisations have worked
hard to create diversity in the workforce, there is a long way to
go before minority groups feel the same sense of belonging
and empowerment. In business, it is far too easy to seek
out voices like our own and ignore any ethical and social
responsibility towards equality and fairness in the workplace.
This is despite the clear business benefits of diversity fuelling
higher levels of employee engagement and innovation. Inclusive
working environments that pro-actively encourage diversity of
all kinds, not only make good business sense but are every
21st century’s organisation social responsibility. Leaders have
power and with that power comes responsibility. Learn how to
cultivate a culture of true inclusivity, where all people feel valued
and respected, with the same access to opportunities and the
same sense of empowerment to contribute their best.
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How we
deliver the
21 Skills.
Based on the latest research in psychology,
neuroscience and next generation learning,
we summarise our award-winning methodology
for learning in one simple formula:

Performance: Our programmes are
designed to help people to work together
and apply their learning in their roles and
demonstrate the value back to the business.

Mindset + Practice = Performance.

You choose the skills that are most
relevant to your needs, and we will create
a tailored learning experience, centred in this
formula, that is delivered as Online Workouts,
In-person Workshops, 1-2-1 Coaching or
as a combination of these offerings.

Mindset: Our programmes are designed to
get people into the right mindset to be constant
learners, and to give them insight into their
own mindset and behaviours, as well as the
mindsets and behaviours of their customers,
peers and colleagues.
Practice: Our learners internalise the
new behaviours, ideas and skills by working
together and practicing the new agile tools,
skills and micro-actions that trigger
incremental changes in their everyday
working environments.
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How we deliver the 21 Skills

Regardless of the mode of delivery, the
learning experience will get your employees into
the right mindset and give them the opportunity
to practice and internalise the skills so they can
go back to their everyday roles and perform at
an even higher level.

How we deliver the 21 Skills
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Online Workouts

1-2-1 Coaching

In-Person Workshops

Tailored Programmes

There is a critical need for businesses to
adapt to more virtual ways of working without
losing the productivity and engagement that
comes from in-person connections. That’s why
we’ve focused on creating highly interactive
digital learning experiences where learners
come together virtually to practice and apply
key business skills.

Our leadership coaches rely on extensive
experience working with some of the world’s
best leaders to help individuals develop
themselves. In order for our coaching to make
a transformative difference, we design the
coaching plan around four design principles:

Whether the group is made up of a natural
team or cross-functional individuals who all
need the same skill, our In-Person Workshops
are designed to be engaging, informative and
fun. Just like with our Online Workouts, we
incorporate pre and post-session assignments
to deepen and internalise the learning.

Not every need can be met by one kind of
learning, which is why we also offer the
opportunity to combine the way we teach
our 21 Skills.

There are 3 principles which underpin the
design of our Online Workouts:

Coach at Depth – Our coaches work with
individuals to get a deep understanding of
the real-life challenges and what needs to
be developed and changed

1.

A Motivational Mindset: understand
your mindset, behaviours and what
motivates you to be your best.

Coach Collaboratively – Our coaches
demonstrate and role model creative collaboration across the whole coaching process.

2.

Practicing New Skills with Others:
instead of sitting back and listening,
you will work in teams to practice
new skills

Coach with Rigor – Our coaches come
equipped with a high level of subject matter
expertise which allows them to create
significant commercial value for the individual
and your organisation.

3.

Making an impact: you bring your
real-life business challenges with
you and work out how to use your
learning to make a difference.

Our Online Workouts are delivered in
2-hour sessions for up to 45 participants from
any location globally. Sessions include pre and
post assignments, designed to ensure that
learning sticks and the learners are engaged
in the content before, during and after
the session.
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Coach for Impact – Our coaches ensure
learning is drawn into real world experimentation
and practice.
Our 1-2-1 Coaching is delivered in 90 minutes
for at least 6 sessions, in person or online.

Whether you want a deep dive into a
certain skill or if you want a mix and match
curriculum to suit your business needs, we
can design and build the session accordingly.
That means our In-Person Workshops can take
place in half a day, over a week or be spread out
across a longer period of time. Whatever the
skill and length of delivery, we guarantee the
experience will change your employees’
mindsets and give them the opportunity to
practice in order to create impact.

Our tailored programmes are blended learning
solutions that combine a variety of delivery
methods, ranging from virtual facilitation, team
assignments, psychometric profiling, digital
learning, coaching, real-time business project
work, face-to-face workshops and more.
The style of programme is highly interactive and
enables learners to practice applying their
learnings through collaborating with others
in multiple settings.

About
Artgym.

Ignite the power of
people creating together

Artgym is an award-winning learning and
development consultancy that specialises in
applying Creative Intelligence in the workplace,
with head offices in London and Shanghai and
delivery capabilities in 33 countries through our
faculty of expert practitioners.
Whether in Online Workouts, In-Person
Workshops or Tailored programmes, Artgym
delivers highly participatory, motivational and
practical experiences that make a measurable
impact to your bottom line.
Book your demo today!
Reach out to us today so we can understand
your needs and demonstrate how we can boost
the performance of your business by
increasing the creativity of your people.
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About Artgym

About Artgym
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artgym.com
Europe/Americas
+44 (0)207 033 3777
info@artgym.com
Shanghai
+86 134 8224 4259
info@artgym.com

Join the creativity conversation

